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W
hile Maimonides’ magisterial intellectual achievement is rou-
tinely praised, his Guide of the Perplexed is generally admired
from afar. The work is acknowledged as the crowning accom-

plishment of medieval intellectual thought; yet, due to its complex pre-
sentation, it is left mainly unread by the general reader, only to be
unraveled by the specialist. And when specialists do their unraveling,
they often portray Maimonides as someone whose outward, or “exo-
teric” traditionalist teachings mask a deeper, more radical, “esoteric”
view. Typically, “esotericists” find the traditionalist teachings in Maimon-
ides’ legal writings and his contrasting radical doctrines in The Guide of
the Perplexed—creating thereby a schism within the Maimonidean cor-
pus. Esotericists revel in the apparent contradictions one finds in the
Guide, for these, it is maintained, provide deliberate clues that stimulate
the astute reader to plumb beneath the surface meaning of the text. 

Charles H. Manekin has sought to change the prevailing climate. In
a stunningly brief volume (93 pages of text), he offers a lucid and sophis-
ticated treatment of major themes in the Guide: 1) theory of attributes 2)
creation vs. eternity 3) providence (including prophecy) and 4) human
perfection. In a refreshing and perhaps contrarian way, Manekin steers
clear of the regnant scholarly reading of the “secrets” or esoteric core of
the Guide, and follows instead a “harmonizing reading”—“to downplay
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the apparent inconsistencies and to discern in Maimonides’ writings a
more unitary worldview on the exoteric level” (p.3). 

This integrative approach is ably demonstrated in Chapter 2 (Life and
Works), in which Maimonides’ intellectual foci are traced from the
Commentary on the Mishnah through Mishneh Torah. Manekin sets the
stage for his approach to the Guide with a perceptive, close reading of
the first three paragraphs of Mishneh Torah. In an astutely pedagogical,
if not ironic move, Manekin suggests that the true clarification of “First
Existent” and “First Mover,” introduced in Mishneh Torah, is in the
Guide. When he writes, “Let us have recourse to the Guide to remove
our perplexity” (p.13), Manekin has staked his claim that the Guide
offers real “guidance” and that its perplexity may be needlessly overrat-
ed and overly emphasized.

In Chapter 3, Manekin makes a solid case for understanding the
first forty-nine chapters of the Guide as preparatory to the first major
subject, attributes. He offers an impressive reading of that section prop-
er—remarkably, given the necessary conciseness of his treatment—pay-
ing careful attention to the Kalam background and including clear and
helpful comparisons with Aristotle, Avicenna, Aquinas, Averroes and
Gersonides. Generally, the readings of technical philosophic issues are
explained cogently and patiently for the intended reader (college stu-
dent and beyond) and only very rarely does Manekin lapse into the spe-
cialist’s jargon.

Chapter 4’s treatment of creation vs. eternity covers Maimonides’
“steering clear” (p. 41) of both Aristotelian claims for eternity and suspect
Kalam methodology. Manekin’s treatment is straightforward, perhaps
overly straightforward. This is a topic in which the esoteric approach has
a field day, and Manekin, in his introduction, bluntly states that he finds
the thoroughgoing esoteric views to be generally unproductive and
unproven. Manekin’s view, that Maimonides is “a thinking man of the
Twelfth Century” and so “he wishes to ground creation rationally” (p. 53)
needs to be argued against the compelling claims of the esotericist posi-
tion—and Manekin chooses not to do so. As a result the reading in favor
of creation, while philosophically engaging, remains somewhat uncon-
vincing in Manekin’s current presentation. An earlier reference to “David
Hume’s skeptical considerations” (p. 45) seems to be a not thoroughly
successful attempt to contemporize Maimonides’ thinking. When
Manekin subsequently qualifies the comparison by saying, “There is, of
course, an important distinction between the Jewish rabbi and Scottish
philosopher” (p. 45), one may wish that the comparison were never



undertaken in the first place. Happily, this kind of statement is the very
rare exception to the rule of Manekin’s clear, helpful and logical prose.

Chapter 5 is perhaps the most rewarding one, an extended analysis
of prophecy, providence, divine knowledge and miracles, informed by
liberal references to Maimonides’ writings outside the Guide. Manekin’s
own summary, “. . . by offering a naturalistic explanation of the way
God relates to the world, Maimonides does not wish to deny supernat-
ural phenomena such as miracles and miraculous providence” (p. 74),
confirms the nuanced character of this chapter. The reader is ably guid-
ed through a rapid succession of topics regularly regarded as difficult, if
not impenetrable, and a coherent and challenging reading emerges.

Chapter 6 (Human Happiness) is a logical extension of the previous
chapter, commenting not only on the very end of The Guide of the
Perplexed, but on Maimonides’ general understanding of the goal of
human existence as well. It is an impressively clear and even inspiring
chapter. It treats a succession of broad, challenging topics—psychology,
morality, the good society, and the possibility of immortality—in an
uncommonly clear and enlightening way.

On Maimonides is part of a series which places severe demands of
brevity on the part of the author, but Manekin is well up to the chal-
lenge. The following comments bear that restriction in mind. Never-
theless, the overall presentation would benefit from (even slightly)
expanded footnotes, for some of the footnotes seem rushed and inade-
quate. A second edition would greatly benefit from an index and a more
complete bibliography, including instructions for further (guided) read-
ings and perhaps an overarching, brief, concluding chapter.

This necessarily brief volume is certainly an innovative and encom-
passing introduction to Maimonides’ thought, the new welcome starting
point for a college level course on Maimonides’ philosophy. But it is
more than that as well. Manekin has made a significant contribution by
offering an accessible, yet philosophically astute reading of major themes
in the Guide that focuses on a “harmonizing reading.” The presentation
of that reading opens up the Guide to a new generation of readers who
are free to agree or disagree with it, to modify or amend. The ongoing
debate and discussion, between the “harmonizers” who see unity and
integration in Maimonides’ thought, and the “esotericists” who strive to
discover the true, secret core, nonetheless will surely continue.
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